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Connect a Few Dots—And Suddenly They're Everywhere

As a kid, I liked those 'connect the dots' books. When a page was completed, a picture 
came into view that was not visible until all the dots were connected. Connecting dots 
is no longer a child's game, and the dots are suddenly everywhere—portending an 
'epic threat' to humanity, and forming a picture that portrays our future as apocalypse.      

Some of us are alienated from who used to be friends because, early on, our innate 
or developed skepticism connected dots for an elite ploy to control us, and from there, 
elite tactics and strategy showed itself. Now, after years of refusing to connect even 2 
dots, many are just beginning to connect dots—dots that can no longer be avoided. 

Not everyone 'connects'—many still refuse to focus on facts, still listen to Fauci, and 
would again vote for Biden—and  continue to persist in their hatred of a 'satanic' Putin.

The elite know there's an attitude shift wherein Davos is seen the 'freak show' they 
are. That this may be the last Davos—the one exposing them as the frauds they are. 

Consequently, time is short for elite 'mission control' to put the world under 'lock and 
key'. At Davos, where all dots wait to be connected, private-jet billionaires use 'state of 
the art presentation' to enlist and deputize 'undiscerning' masses/leaders to cancel the 
'discerning'. Elites, unable reason to conclusions, profess that 'something touched 
them', making them 'chosen' emissaries (sharing little or nothing with mere mortals), for 
an 'extraterrestrial' mission to end hateful free speech—for the sake of equality/equity. 

Why is free speech/individual liberty to be abolished? Not for the sake of 'equity/
equality'. Elite messaging portrays 'free speech' as violence towards those members of 
society identified as 'the oppressed'. The 'free speech' solution is just another pair of 
dots needing connected. An equivalent for an internet 'vaccine mandate' to protect the 
vulnerable from violent 'free speech'. For this they have a program—'Safety by Design'.

'Safety by Design' is a vehicle intended to 'shut-up and shut out' discerning ques-
tioners in favor of 'true believers'. Another bludgeon to eradicate 'free speech'. 

If you remember HG Wells, "The Time Machine", what was left of the human race 
lined-up hypnotically when summoned by a 'clarion call', as food for Morlocks—Mor-
locks well represented by the 'freak show' and consummate stupidity/evil of Davos.

Worse for the US, Christopher Wray, head of the FBI, is at Davos, eulogizing a sym-
biotic connection between US intelligence and social networks. This, after being ex-
posed in the 'Twitter Dumps'. Our '3 letter' intelligence agencies know no shame. 



Drenched in hubris, they 'double-down', assuming they are to get away with it again.
What is it the elite want? When you've connected enough dots the answer comes 

clear—'nothing good for you'. Most of us, to them, are 'useless eaters'—unessentials. 
'Extraterrestrials' are not from planet earth: they are 'the chosen emissaries from 

heaven', tasked with saving earth from ever-reproducing, polluting—'useless eaters'.
Consider the psychotropic-like state required to be an elite: 'extraterrestrials' are de-

fault 'overseers' for 'useless eaters'—for whom they have a plan. With limited re-
sources, the useless need disposed of—for this elites take a page from Goebbels: be-
fore an 'ultimate solution'—the victims need to be degraded into 'subhuman' status.

'Extraterrestrials and useless eaters' are 2 big dots that must be connected by mil-
lions if we are to stop them. And though many are coming to cognition, the ET's are 
hard at work silencing possible heroes. There are no longer Hollywood films themed for 
heroes fighting for individual rights—instead we get 'global, collectivist extraterrestrials'.

If one cannot see the 'big dots' it's not possible to see the 'tactics within a grand 
strategy'. Why does Biden hold on to masking and 'vaccine mandates'? They take 
away mobility and make it such that you don't want to leave your house. Why does 
Klaus Schwab direct the plebs toward electric cars, then have Newsom and minions, 
render them unusable? Because the elite need the 'little guy' to be herded into cities 
without personal transportation. With no personal transportation and 'resting in place' 
mandates, there are no means to organize, consequently, no threat to elite control.

At the same time, the WEF is coming under strain and ridicule. Davos, under-at-
tended, with insane speeches from Kerry/Gore/others, is simply more dots needing 
connected. 2 of the worst, Ardern/Morrison have lost constituencies in NZ and AUS. 
Ardern, like some parish priest guilty of 'mortal sins', may be quieted for a time, then 
forgiven for having done the right thing and re-instated/relocated back to headquarters. 

 Those in denial, refusing to 'connect dots', have tasked themselves with denying 
almost daily warnings of coming apocalypse. Under a deluge of facts (some which will 
reach the networks), they either admit the insanity of supporting the 'collective left' (and 
the 'vax' they took might kill them)—or they need to 'double down on doubling down'. 

For those of us woking to stay out of the deluge (under an umbrella of overview), we 
need to keep it simple. The model for our salvation lies in 'sound money' (gold/silver), 
free speech, and most all the Constitution and Bill of rights the founders gave us. That, 
along with free markets and capitalism based on 'individual savings and investment'.

Whether Americans, Canadians, whomever, these are our rallying principles (which 
are at great peril), and we have to fight for them, with words or whatever is necessary.

So, I am going to double-down on those things listed above, continuing on in my 
next article, connecting all the dots that come to mind. And it is my hope that you con-
nect the dots for me that I miss, and forward these articles to friends asking them to 
connect what they see and if they haven't yet connected—to finally 'get off their asses'.

What we need more than anything is a 'basic fact, connected dot' list from which we 
can point out the facts. A few simple things such as that test I have for Americans: 6 
rights in 4 amendments. If you ascribe to each of them, you are an American. If you 
deny any of them, we don't know what you are, but we know you are not an American.

Somebody is always trying to take from us what matters most. I say: "Piss on em!"  
You can get my articles by email, by request: erik@neverhadaboss.com. Most of my 
articles and my fiction is posted on my site: neverhadaboss.com Thanks for reading.
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